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The human capacity for acquiring and representing meaning has long puzzled philosophers, 
linguists, psychologists and cognitive scientists alike. Theories for understanding the nature 
and content of concepts cover a spectrum from innate and purely mentalist to empirical and 
fully embodied.  

Three sources of information for concept formation are commonly acknowledged, i.e. 
direct sensory-motor experience (experiencing yourself), indirect sensory-motor experience 
(witnessing others experience), as well as experience with language. In spite of this, research 
has traditionally foregrounded our modal, sensory-motor experiences at the expense of our 
a-modal, linguistic experience. In recent years, advances in cognitive science have provided 
new tools for revisiting the dispute (Wilson 2002). The discussion is now shifting from the 
question of which experiences feed into the mix to how much of sensory-motor experience 
is retained in the mental representation. With this turn, the question of how meaning is 
learned from statistical distribution across texts is gaining popularity in cognitive circles 
(Landauer et al. 1998, Vigliocco et al. 2009).  

 
In my talk, I continue where Landau & Gleitman (1985) left off and I will discuss how each 

of the senses is encoded grammatically, whether the encoding of each sense is unique and 
distinct of that of the other senses, and whether similarities in encoding and use could support 
or promote cross-modal transfer between the senses. On the one hand, I will present 
distributional data from a corpus-study on Russian that addresses the questions of how Vision 
is encoded in Russian and to which extent concepts of Vision could be inferred from language 
alone, esp. by relying on similarities/differences with how Hearing and Touch are expressed. 
On the other hand, I hope to be able to present data from a pilot study contrasting blind and 
sighted speakers on a number of tasks that probe the semantic representations they have for 
perception verbs. If the sensory quality of the experience is crucial, the blind will have 
substantially altered concepts for visual events; if linguistic experience dominates, the 
concepts for visual events in sighted and blind adults should be very similar, and the overlap 
with the picture that emerged from the corpus analysis can be calculated. 
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